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The structure and dynamics of this apparatus recall the dynamics of yogic reversal?known, from the time of the Mah?bh?rata onwards, as ?rddhvaretas ('upward-tending semen'). In the subtle physiology of the yogic body, it is in the head and torso that the two chambers of the sublimating apparatus find their homologues. As has been noted, these two poles or 'chambers' of the hathayogic system are further identified with the visceral sun and cranial moon, through the interaction of which the yogin comes to partake of the cooling nectar (mercury, the refined semen of ?iva) that 'condenses' to ooze downward from the top of the cranial vault, also called the lunar circle. As in the alchemical apparatus, the system is activated through the interplay of thermal energy (the burning sun below and the cooling moon above) and female and male sexual fluids (uterine blood below and refined semen above). These parallels are made explicit in a number of medieval texts. In the fifteenth-century alchemical Rasendracint?mani 
VIDY?DHARAS AS WIZARDS AND STRUCTURES
Returning yet again to the account of the extraction of mercury with which we began, we should also note that vidy?dhara is not only an alternative name for the sublimation apparatus with which the alchemist extracts mercury from the ores in which it naturally occurs, but that it is also the name for the original This passage goes on to describe ever higher levels, inhabited by superior 
